
A Classical Approach
To 21st Century Learning



¨ Studied the Story of Creation
¨ Defined Nomads and Studied Their Way of Life
¨ Discussed How Adam and Eve Were Like Nomads After Being 

Banished
¨ Identified the Fertile Crescent and Discussed how Nomads 

Became Farmers
¨ Watched how Farmers Used a Shaduf to Get Water Out of the 

Rivers
¨ Found Egypt on a Globe in Relation to Pennsylvania
¨ Compared the Red Crown and White Crown of Egyptian Kings
¨ Wrote our Names Using Hieroglyphs
¨ Listened to the Story of Bill (a Crocodile) and Pete (a Bird that is 

Bill’s Toothbrush) Float Down the Nile







¨ Located Crete and Greece on a globe and large 
map in the classroom 

¨ Discussed important aspects of the Minoan way of 
life (bull jumping & ship building)

¨ Studied how the Minoan civilization ended 
¨ Recognized what Mythology is and why myths 

evolved
¨ Identified Greek gods and goddesses (Uranus, 

Gaia, Coronus, Zeus and the Olympians)
Read and summarized the myth of Theseus and the 

Minotaur



· First Grade Nature Studies
Explored	live	worms	and	their	habitat

Identified	parts	of	a	worm

Conducted	an	experiment	to	see	how	worms	mix	the	
soil

Discussed	the	stages	in	the	life	cycle	of	a	butterfly











¨ People and places of Rome



¨ Roman years
¨ Remus and Romulus
¨ Roman gods and gladiators
¨ Caesar and Cleopatra



¨ Second graders will be 
reading and focusing on 
classical works such as: 
The Wizard of Oz, The 
Clown of God, St. 
George and the Dragon

¨ Nature Studies will 
include water, climate 
and weather, and 
astronomy



¨ RELIGION
¨ *Memorization of prayers

*Study of creation
*Learning about early Christian martyrs
*Learning to pray rosary
*Memorization of the Sign of the Cross in 
Latin



¨ Reading/discussion of classic literature: Sarah, 
Plain and Tall

¨ Story and character analysis, sequence of 
events, main idea and inferencing, using story

¨ Teacher read aloud of King Arthur
¨ Copy Work











¨ First quarter: The Indian in the Cupboard
¨ Second quarter: Treasure Island
¨ Third quarter: Who Was Anne Frank?
¨ Fourth quarter: Hana’s Suitcase







¨ Students have been reading 
the novel, “A Wrinkle in 
Time.”

¨ Compared various 
revolutions, specifically the 
American Revolution to 
scientific revolutions that 
occur in the novel.

¨ Built upon the skill of 
sequencing by reading, “The 
Midnight Ride of Paul 
Revere.” Students numbered 
events and circled clue 
words that help form a 
sequence.



¨ 5th grade students investigated the 
characteristics of yeast using the basic parts of 
the scientific method. 



¨ 6th Grade students investigated worms and 
their behavior during times of precipitation 
and compared that to the behavior of dry days.



¨ 8th grade students tested out 
engineering skills to build a 
structure that could hold a 
basketball for a time period 
of 25 seconds. Materials 
included two newspapers 
and a foot of masking tape. 

¨ Students discussed a variety 
of historical and also recent 
structures from around the 
world and the architects and 
engineers who built them.









Ten Commandments and Precepts of the Church
¨ Studied the history of the Commandments
¨ Read Bible passages where Commandments are listed
¨ Learned the meanings of each Commandment
¨ Identified, defined, and memorized numerous 

vocabulary words associated with each 
Commandment

¨ Memorized each Commandment word for word
¨ Created “stone tablets” to represent those given to 

Moses and the Israelites
¨ Identified and explained the Precepts of the Church
¨ Memorized each Precept 



The Writing Process
¨ Identified and explained the five steps
¨ Focused on how to correctly develop a paragraph 

using a creative beginning sentence, supporting 
details, and a proper ending sentence

¨ Completed writing assignments to practice 
paragraph development which focused on Ancient 
Egypt



¨ Currently reading Island of the Blue Dolphins together 
(Newberry Award winner and classic novel)

¨ Identifying and defining vocabulary words before 
reading each chapter of the novel in order to increase 
comprehension

¨ Viewing images of some of the vocabulary words in 
order to gain a deeper understanding of the author’s 
descriptions

¨ Connecting literature to religion (ex. Courage [the 
focus of Theme 1 in the Reading textbook] - -
identifying, describing, and reading about Biblical 
people who were courageous --- Abraham, Moses, etc.

¨ Will soon be creating “Courage Awards” – each 
student selects the name of a courageous person from 
ancient times (400-1600) in order to locate facts, 
create the award (medal, ribbon, trophy, etc.), and 
write a presentation speech to share with the class



¨ Seventh grade is presently reading the novel Don Quixote, written 
in 1605.  It is a version written for younger students so it is easy to 
understand.  This is a story of  a man who dreams of becoming a 
knight and helping the underprivileged. Students are enjoying the 
humor in the book.

¨ Students will also be reading a book about Kateri Tekakwitha, an 
Indian woman who converted to Christianity.

¨ In English class, students read an article written in 585 called “Life 
in a Christian Monastery”. After reading and discussing,  students 
were to find all the prepositions. There were 95 total and each 
student came within 1 or 2.





¨ Mr. Hoover’s Classical School Year

¨ Summary Report on a Grade by Grade Basis



1. Civil War Era
¡ Students gave speech on the evils 
¡ Literature – The Narrative of Frederick Douglas 
¡ Memorization of Gettysburg Address

¨ Manifest Destiny (Pre Civil War) 
¡ Interactive Oregon Trail Activity 

ú Making decisions as a traveler on the trail 
¡ Oregon Trail as potential summer book 



¨ Studying impact of Christianity on Colonial 
America 

¨ Literature explored
¡ First Charter of Virginia 
¡ Mayflower Compact 
¡ City Upon a Hill 

ú Interactive Activity
 Making decisions as a Jamestown Settler



¨ Mesopotamia and Egypt  
¡ Literature explored 

ú The Code of Hammurabi
ú Egyptian Hieroglyphs (Symbols) 
ú Sumerian Cuneiform (Symbols)  

ú Hands on Activity 
 Edible pyramid construction 



¨ Studying the first Americans (Native 
Americans) 

¨ Literature explored 
¡ Christopher Columbus’s journal 
¡ Native American pictographs (symbols) 

¡ Hands on activity 
ú Construction of bamboo and paper tipis 












